
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I scarce know what we ______________.1. (talk)are talking

And ________________________ of turning to now?2. (what/you/think/?)what are you thinking

But you ________________, Mr. Peveril?3. (not/go)are not going

I won't have it about me when I ________________.4. (travel)am travelling

He _____________ at the table with bowed head and outstretched arms.5.
(sit)

is sitting

I signed a paper for it, and I _______________ back on my word.6. (not/go)'m not going

We cannot go backward, but we can stop short and discover in what
direction our path _____________ and whether we ____________________
blindly in by-ways, when the public road is clear to see.

7.

(tend) (not/wander)
is tending are not wandering

He ______________ a number of hurls.8. (carry)is carrying

What is all this traffic they __________________?9. (carry on)are carrying on

Now it __________________ in that type.10. (specialize)is specializing

I'll not act personally in such an affair; and let me advise you to make sure
that you _______________________ a scrape before you take any steps in
the matter.

11.

(not/get into)
are not getting into

It is the result of the orders we ___________________.12. (carry out)are carrying out

Things ________________ quite so smoothly and easily for you as
you-that is, as they should for two young people who have just started life
together.

13.

(not/go)

are not going

It ____________ great pains for nothing, in short a signal failure.14. (take)is taking

I _____________ bad-tempered, I think.15. (get)am getting

My father ____________ on his principles, and you know it!16. (act)is acting
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He never alluded so directly to his story again; but from one and another
officer I have learned, in thirty years, what I _____________.
17.

(tell)am telling

He ___________ back to America with me.18. (go)'s going

I _____________ to find out the time of poor Capt.19. (wait)am waiting

The film _____________ off my eyes.20. (fall)is falling
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